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• HW0 posted, due 9/4.  Probability & linear 
algebra basics

• “Quiz 0” survey will be posted today - please 
finish over weekend

• Office hours start next week

• Today:

• NLP at a very high level

• [Ran out of time]  
Probability and Linear Algebra review
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“Can Machines Think?”

• British mathematician and 
founding figure in computer 
science

• Alan Turing (1950)

• How do we know when we have 
AI?

• “Imitation Game”
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http://www.csee.umbc.edu/courses/471/papers/turing.pdf


NLP imagined



NLP is interdisciplinary
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Algorithms

Statistics + 
Machine LearningLinguistics

Cognitive Science Artificial Intelligence



NLP today

• Language technologies

• Speech interfaces

• Machine translation

• Sentiment analysis

• Search engines

• Relevance/recommendation ranking

• …

• On what devices?

• For what users?

• [This course: document text analysis]
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Breakout activity

• For 10 minutes in breakout rooms:

• 1. Introduce yourselves

• 2. Brainstorm 3 different NLP applications or 
technologies, including one that you use in your 
daily life

• 3. Nominate a person to report your group’s 
ideas the whole class
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NLP today: Speech interfaces
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NLP today: Question answering

IBM Watson

Wanted for general evilness, last seen at the Tower of 
Barad-Dur. It’s a giant eye, folks, kinda hard to miss



NLP today: Question answering

At the same time, the research team grew to about
25 full-time researchers and engineers, including several
student members from key university partnerships. The team
performed and documented more than 8,000 independent
experiments by the time Watson went live. Each experiment
generated 10 to 20 GB of trace data. Tools were developed to
efficiently explore this data and discover failures and their
likely causes. On the basis of analysis of this data, the team
generated new algorithmic ideas and quantitatively estimated
their potential impact on end-to-end performance. This
data was used to prioritize, develop, and test new algorithms.
Successful algorithmic advances were included in biweekly
full-system builds. These were regularly run to produce
updated baseline performance. This iterative process was
implemented by the core team of researchers working in a
single room and supported by more than 200 eight-core
servers.
With the DeepQA architecture and the AdaptWatson

methodology in place, the team drove the performance
of Watson from early baselines delivering roughly 20%
Precision@70 to greater than 85% Precision@70Vgood
enough to compete with champions. Many of the papers in
this issue describe the result of advancing core algorithms
based on using DeepQA as a foundational architecture and
the AdaptWatson methodology as a team-oriented process

for rapidly creating and advancing a wide diversity of
algorithm techniques to meet target performance.

Understanding questions
The breadth of the Jeopardy! domain is exemplified by the
richness of language used, the variety of questions asked,
and the huge range of types and topics covered. It is a
challenge just to analyze the questions well enough to
determine what they might be asking for or how the focus
of the clue relates to other key elements in the clue. The
more precisely Watson understands the clue, the better
chance it has at finding and justifying answers.
We refer to the word or phrase that indicates the class

of thing the clue is asking for as the lexical answer type,
or LAT. The clue in the first example below is asking
for a president, which is a useful LAT. However, the LAT
in the subsequent clueVBthey[Vdoes not carry much
semantic information at all. The third clue below claims
to be looking for a Bstar,[ but, in fact, the answer is a
unique synthesis of Tom Cruise and cruise controlVno
star at all.

RECENT HISTORY: President under whom the
U.S. gave full recognition to Communist China.
(Answer: BJimmy Carter[)

Figure 1

DeepQA architecture.
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From IBM Journal of Research and Development, 2012

IBM Watson

25 engineers, 4 years, 200 subsystems,
2,880 CPU cores, 15 TB storage

http://brenocon.com/watson_special_issue/


NLP today: Question answering
From IBM Journal of Research and Development, 2012

IBM Watson

Imperfect NLP is still useful

Ken Jennings and Brad Rutter and, on any given day, may
defeat either one of them. Watson played 55 real-time
previously unseen games against these players and won 71%
of them. To do this, Watson computed its confidences
and its best answer in approximately three seconds, on
average, and included a very competitive betting strategy.
The third set of metrics is distributed across the individual

component algorithms that populate the DeepQA processing
pipeline. Each paper in this special issue presents
individual component technologies and describes how they
affect end-to-end performance. However, it is important
to realize that the quantity and diversity of components used
to implement DeepQA make it extraordinarily robust and
flexible. The system does not heavily depend on any
one of them. We have run many ablation experiments
consistently showing that all but the most dramatic
of ablations have very little effect.
For example, when we run experiments, in which we

ablate a single evidence scorer from the full Watson system,
we rarely see a statistically significant impact on a few
thousand questions, and we never see an impact of 1% or
greater. However, if we ablate all of the evidence scorers, this
heavily ablated version of Watson answers only 50%
correctly. It produces a confidence curve that is insufficient
to compete at Jeopardy!. Consequently, to illuminate and
measure the effectiveness of individual components, the
papers in this journal describe a variety of different
approaches.
One important method used in several of the papers relies

on a simpler configuration of Watson we have built called
the Watson answer-scoring baseline (WASB) system.
The WASB system includes all of Watson’s question
analysis, search, and candidate generation components.
It includes only one evidence-scoring component: an
answer-typing component that uses a named-entity detector.
The use of named-entity detection, to determine whether a
candidate answer has the semantic type that the question
requires, is a very popular technique in QA (as discussed
in detail in [27]), which is why we included it in our baseline.
We have evaluated the impact of adding various components
to the WASB system [27–29, 32] and found that we are
able to examine and compare the individual effectiveness

of components for which simple ablations from the full
system do not provide statistically meaningful insights given
the size of the test sets we use. We see some individual
components that provide an impact on accuracy in the range
of 2% to 5% when added to the WASB system.
Jeopardy! proved to be an excellent challenge problem.

The goal to beat human champions drove the creation
and advancement of the DeepQA architecture and the
AdaptWatson methodology. Both proved indispensable for
conducting large-scale open-domain QA research and, more
generally, language understanding research. In addition to
winning against human champions at Jeopardy!, the project
allowed us to produce leading component-level metrics
on core NLP technologies, including parsing, relation
detection, named-entity disambiguation, and textual
entailment. These results are summarized in Table 1. For
each task, we report the performance of the technology used
in Watson on public benchmark sets, which, in each case,
leads over state-of-the-art comparisons found in [19, 42–44].
We also compare against our performance on these same
tasks at the beginning of the project, which shows that
working toward the Jeopardy! challenge helped drive
substantial gains and fundamental improvements in our
NLP capabilities that extend beyond Jeopardy!.

Future directions
Watson, as developed for Jeopardy!, attempts to provide a
single correct answer and associated confidence. We would
like to see applications of the DeepQA technology move
toward a broader range of capabilities that engage in
dialogues with users to provide decision support over large
volumes of unstructured content. The notion of a computer
system helping to produce and provide evidence for
alternative solutions has been around for decades. Such
knowledge-based decision support tools, however,
traditionally suffer from the requirement to manually craft
and encode formal logical models of the target domain,
such as medicine, where these models represent the concepts,
their relationships, and the rules that govern their interaction.
It can be prohibitively inefficient to do this for broad
bodies of knowledge. It is slow and expensive to maintain
these formal structures as the raw knowledge grows and as

Table 1 DeepQA technology performance on public benchmark sets. (ACE: automatic content extraction; RTE:
recognizing textual entailment.)
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Ambiguity: why NLP is hard

• Juvenile Court to Try Shooting Defendant 

• Hospitals Are Sued by 7 Foot Doctors

• Alice saw Bob with a telescope.

• Our company is training workers.

• They found that in order to attract settlers -- 
and make a profit from their holdings -- they 
had to offer people farms, not just tenancy on 
manorial estates.  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Levels of linguistic structure
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Characters Alice  talked  to  Bob.

Words Alice talked to Bob .

Semantics

Discourse CommunicationEvent(e)
Agent(e, Alice)
Recipient(e, Bob)

SpeakerContext(s)
TemporalBefore(e, s)

Syntax: Constituents

PP

VP

S

NP .

Noun VerbPast Prep Noun PunctSyntax: Part of Speech

Morphology talk -ed [VerbPast]
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NLP today: Machine translation
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NLP today: Machine translation



NLP today: Trend analysis

Dependency parsing to identify events

GBR IRN

Data: news articles

Machine learning from text:

(1) Event class dictionaries (2) Political dynamics  

arrive in,  visit,  meet with,  travel to,  leave,  
hold with,  meet,  meet in,  fly to,  be in,  arrive 
for talk with,  say in,  arrive with,  head to,  
hold in,  due in,  leave for,  make to,  arrive to,  

accuse,  blame,  say,  break with,  sever with,  
blame on,  warn,  call,  attack,  rule with,  
charge,  say←ccomp come from,  say 
←ccomp,  suspect,  slam,  accuse government 

kill in,  have troops in,  die in,  be in,  wound 
in,  have soldier in,  hold in,  kill in attack in,  
remain in,  detain in,  have in,  capture in,  stay 
in,  about ←pobj troops in,  kill,  have troops 

“diplomacy”

“verbal conflict”

“material conflict” 0.
0

0.
4

0.
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Israeli−Palestinian Diplomacy

A B C D E F

1994 1997 2000 2002 2005 2007

C: U.S. Calls for West Bank 
Withdrawal
D: Deadlines for Wye River Peace 
Accord
E: Negotiations in Mecca
F: Annapolis Conference

A: Israel-Jordan Peace 
Treaty
B: Hebron Protocol



NLP today: Story generation

http://www.forbes.com/sites/narrativescience/

http://www.forbes.com/sites/narrativescience/
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NLP today: Search/summarization



NSA slides from Snowden leaks
http://www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/jul/31/nsa-xkeyscore-program-full-presentation

NLP today: Search/summarization

http://www.theguardian.com/world/interactive/2013/jul/31/nsa-xkeyscore-program-full-presentation
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